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2 of 2 review helpful A Fundamental Work in Twentieth Century Religious Thinking By Froggy I first read The Idea 
of the Holy while I was in college in the mid sixties While preparing an essay on religious experience recently I re 
ordered this book and on re reading it found there was far more to it than my twenty year old mind could grasp back 
then Anchored in nineteenth century German theological and philosophical d Since the English translation first 
appeared in 1923 Rudolf Otto s volume has established itself as a classic in the field of religious philosophy It offers 
an in depth inquiry into the non rational factor in the idea of the divine and its relation to the rational This translation 
has firmly established its position as an authoritative and lucid representation of an acknowledged classic of religious 
thought London Quarterly 
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have you ever been asked the following question how can the holy spirit be a person in the trinity and yet he cannot be 
seen and does not take up any space  title gender a useful category of historical analysis created date 
20160808204454z  summary table of contents foreword ; i introduction ; ii how the trinity became doctrine trinity is 
not a christian idea ; trinity not mentioned in bible jul 21 2011nbsp;the trinity and worship christian worship is 
inherently trinitarian christians worship god in the presence of christ and with the holy spirit within them 
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